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(1) In order to avoid a situation when the appellant would be disadvantaged by Council's lack of providing information, we request
that the Council as a matter of urgency confirm the complete list of all documents produced in relation to  ENF/23/0033 issued on
5th July 2023 and also for the EN reference ENF/23/0033 issued on 21st June 2023, which was then withdrawn on 5th July 2023. 

 

In relation to the service of the Notice, the Council has produced a request for authorisation (provided), and a request to withdraw
the Notice which was then re-issued.  The Council of course also produced the Notice and its accompanying plan and covering
letters as well as the Notice of withdrawal and covering letters.

 

(2) We request that we are as a matter of urgency provided with all documents and reports Council have produced for both
Enforcement Notice reference ENF/23/0033 issued on 5th July 2023 and also for the EN reference ENF/23/0033 issued on 21st
June 2023, which was then withdrawn on 5th July 2023, as it is clear from the section quoted above that 'reports' are produced by
the Council in relation to alleged breach of planning control and yet despite of our multiple requests no reports have been provided
to us. 

 

 

The only report produced by the Council that you have not as yet been provided, but is now attached to this email, is that relating to
the withdrawal of the Notice.  I understand that you should have both Enforcement Notices plus the Withdrawal Notice.  If this is not
the case, please let me know which you are missing and I will provide these.  

 

(3) From the EN authorisation document you provided yesterday, it is not fully clear whether the Council are raising contaminated
land as a reason for issuing the EN notice. Could the Council therefore confirm whether contaminated land is included within the
reasons of issuing enforcement notice reference ENF/23/0033 issued on 5th July 2023?

 

There is no reference to contaminated land within the Enforcement No�ce or associated authorisa�on reports.  It should be
clear, therefore, that this is not a reason for issuing the No�ce.
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